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speculation about their marriage Final Cut (The Kate & Jay series): 

1 of 1 review helpful My reading list just grew By Darla Baker I can confirm Lynn Ames was right when she said that 
Final Cut could stand alone However now I simply must read the three novels that came before The absolute best part 
of this book is the portrayal of the long term relationship with Kate and Jay Everyone loves a good romance where two 
women find each other and the sparks fly But for those of us Nearly three decades ago Katherine Kyle and Jamison 
Parker saved the life of the President of the United States in the process exposing an exceedingly dangerous powerful 
shadow organization The entire episode came at great personal cost and forever changed the trajectory of the couple s 
lives Now at the peak of her career as one of the preeminent novelists of the day Jay is finally ready to put the past to 
rest in a fictional treatment until powerful 
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